
NOTES ON A PAPER BY SANOV. II

RUTH REBEKKA STRUIK

1. Introduction. In this paper another proof is given of some results

obtained by Sanov (see [3]).

Let £= \u, v) be a free group generated by u and v. Let

(x, y) = x~1y~1xy

for x, yÇzF. If S, T are subgroups of £, let

(s,t) = {(s,t)\ses,teT}.

Let

F(k) = {xk | x G £} ;       £i = £;       Fk = (Fk-U £).

Let (u, v, 0)=m, (u, v, 1) = (u, v), (u, v, n) = ((u, v, n — l), v). Then

Sanov [3] proved that

(1 • 1) (u, v, apa - I)**-" G F(p»)Fapa+i,     ß, a = 1, 2, • • ■

where p is a prime.

In this paper, (1.1) is proved for the cases a= 1, 2; ß arbitrary. A

slight generalization of these results is also proved. Sanov's proof in-

volved an investigation of ideals in a Lie Ring. In this paper, Hall's

Collection Process will be used. The method also yields other for-

mulas, e.g.

(1.2) (u,v,p2-\y-leF2p^pF(p*),

(1.3) («, v, fßH - I)"0'1 G F2p«+i-p«F(pf>),      «-1, 2, • • •

and can be used to produce numerous formulas of a similar nature.

The author hopes that some of these formulas and/or the method

may be of use in solving other group-theoretic problems. The author

was unable to use the method to prove (1.1) for a = 3.

Note that for a = j3=l, (1.1) becomes

(1.4) («, v, p - 1) G F(p)Fp+1.

(1.4) plays an important role in the theory of the Restricted Burnside

Problem.

2. Preliminary results. Throughout this paper, p will stand for a

prime, and a, ß for non-negative integers.
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By elementary arguments, the following two lemmas and corollary

can be proved:

Lemma 2.1.

(2.1) Cpe,p« = p^-"{i + sp)

where s is a positive integer. {Cn,r as usual, is the number of combina-

tions of n things taken r at a time.)

Lemma 2.2. pß~"\ CPß,, if p"^s<pa+1 where s is a positive integer.

{a| b as usual, means a divides b.)

Corollary 2.2. If s ^0 (mod p), and pa<s<pa+l, then pe-a+1\ C/,s.

Lemma 2.3. Let x,-, x, i= 1, 2, • • • , n be w + 1 elements of a group.

Then

(2.2) {II Xi, x) = U(xi,x)U

where U is a product of commutators, each of which contains at least 2

of the Xi and at least one x.

Proof. Use induction on n and the well-known formula

{XiX2, x) = {xi, x)((xi, x), x2){x2, x)

= (xi, x)(x2, x){{xi, x), X2)(((Xi, x), x2), (x2, x)).

(See e.g. (10.2.1.2) in [l, p. 150].)

Lemma 2.4 (Hall Collection Formula). Let u, v be any elements

of a nilpotent group F. Let p be a prime, a any positive integer. Then

,„   -■. ,      sP" P"   Va y-r    Si
(2.3) {vu)      = V    U    ILVi

where Vi is a basic commutator in u and v {see [l, p. 178]), and

(2.4) fi = aiCj,«,i + a2Cpa,2 + • • • + 0¿(¿)Cpa,y(,)

where ai, a2, ■ ■ • , ay«) are non-negative integers and if Vi(E.FBt, then

j{i) ¿Si. In particular, if

(2.5) Vi = {u, v, n)

then

(2.6) /,•   =   Cpa.n+l.

Proof. See [l, pp. 178-182, 326].

Lemma 2.5. Let a, b(E:F, F a nilpotent group. Let r, s be positive

integers. Then
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(2.7) (»*,•)-(», «m 3*0**
where the Xi are basic commutators in b and a. If x< contains mi a's and

ni b's, then X ̂ w, and p.^ni. (The exponent of x¿ will in general be of

the form

23wXMCr,xC,,fl, n\ß non-negative integers.)

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that given for (2.3)

(this paper) [l, pp. 178-182]. Details are given in [5].

Corollary 2.5. Let b, a be as in Lemma 2.5.

(2.8) (/", a) = (b, *)P"n*.<V*""

where if x,- is a commutator with mi b's then sa^mi. Each x¿ contains

at least 2 b's.

Definition, (u, v, n) for «äl is a regular commutator in u and v.

If Mi and u2 are regular commutators, so is (wi, u2).

Comment, ((u, v), (u, v, v)) is a regular commutator which is not a

basic commutator.

Lemma 2.6. Let F be a nilpotent group. Let w be a regular commutator

in u and v. Let wG£,, kp^s<(k-\-l)p. Then either w contains

(k + 1) u's or

(2.9) wP      =n«£      U>>       •••]!*<      ■■•(modF(/))

where

Vi, Wi, Xi are regular commutators;

z>,G£« and contains at least (k + 1) u's;

w¿G£»+(í)2-p) and contains at least as many u's as w does;

x;G£s+(p<-j,) and contains at least as many u's as w does.

It may be that the v\    ,  wf-"1, • ■ • , xf~' ■ • •   are scattered among

each other.

Proof. Applying Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, Corollary 2.2 to Lemma 2.4

and to equation (2.3), one obtains

(m, v,p- I)"**'1

(2'10) TT   ^TT    *3"2 TT    p8~' (     AmJ\\= H Vi      H Wi      ■ ■ ■ H Xi      • • - (mod F(p ))

where í>¿, wit Xi are regular commutators; î»,G£P and contains at least

2m's unless it is of the form (u, v, np—í) n>l; Wi(E.Fp¡, XiÇzFpt.

Replace u by (u, v, (n—l)p) on each side of (2.10). This gives
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(m, v, np - 1)^ 1

(2-U) TT   pfl_1TT   •S~1 TT   *""' t     atí(¿\\=  11 Vi        11 2< •  •  • 11 «i •  •  •   (mod F(P ))

where yiE:Fnp and contains 2w's unless it is of the form

{u, v, mp — 1) m > n; z< G F^+np, «¿ G Fpt+np;

y¿, 8<, «,- are regular commutators and may be scattered among each

other. Replace the right hand side of (2.11) wherever (a, v, np — l)p ~

appears on the right hand side of (2.10). Repeat as often as needed

until Lemma 2.6 is proved for s = p and k=l. This gives

(«, v,p- ly-1

(2-12) TT   »9_1TT    pS~2 TT   pS_< I     AvrJw= H Vi      H Wi      • ■ • H Xi      ■ ■ ■ (mod F{p ))

where

Vi, Wi, Xi are regular commutators in u and v;

Vi(E.Fp and contains at least 2 w's;

WiE.Fpi, XiE.Fpl.

Note that the p<, w,-, x,- of (2.12) are different from those of (2.10).

Using the same letters to designate different commutators will be

done frequently in the subsequent argument to maintain uniformity

of notation.

Replace u by {u, v, n) on both sides of (2.12). This proves (2.9) for

k=l, s = p, p + l, ■ • • , 2p—\. Assume true for s<r. Then if wGFr,

kpûr^{k-\r\)p and does not contain (& + 1) w's, then one of its

components is («, v, n), n^p — l. Then if w={b, a), where a, b are

regular commutators, and b contains {u, v, n),

(2.13) {b, a/'' = i/"1, a) U yf^^ (mod F(/))

where (2.8) has been used with a replaced by ß— 1, y,- regular com-

mutators. Using induction (on {bp ~, a)), Lemma 2.3 and Corollary

2.5 repeatedly, one can eventually put w^1 into the desired form.

Comment. If we replace u by («, v, n) on both sides of (2.12) we

obtain

{u,v,p-l + n)*9'1

d,
(2.14) =IK     U>r     •••II**      •••(modF(/))

where vit wit xit are regular commutators (but not the same i>,-, w,, x<

as in   (2.12)), z>¿GF„+2„ and  contains at least  two w's, WiGFj,s+n,

Xi^zZ Fp'+n.

Let p + 2n — p2-\-n, then n = p2—p. This gives
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(2.15)   (u, v, p  - 1)P      = Il wf     • • • II *f    • • • (mod £(/))

where w,-, x< are regular commutators, WiÇzF2pi-p, x¿G£P<+j>s-P which

proves (1.2) and is a slight generalization of (1.2).

3. Theorems.

Theorem 3.1.

(3.1) («, v, p - iy~l G F(p»)Fp+i.

Proof. The proof for the case j3=l given in [l, p. 327] goes

through, mutatis mutandis, replacing p& by p. Equation (2.10) of

this paper plays the role of (18.4.9) in [l, p. 327].

If one uses (2.12), the above proof for (3.1), the fact that any

commutator can be written as a product of basic (or regular com-

mutators), and Lemma 2.4, and the device used in going from (2.10)

to (2.12), one obtains,

(u, v,p- 1)"3_1

(3-2) TT ^_1rr   *"~2      TT  »"~l       f    A»fJ\*= 11 "<      11 Wi      ■ • ■ 11 xi      ■ ■ ■ (mod F(P ))

where i>¿G£P+i and contains at least 2 m's, w¿G£p2, XiG£P<; Vi, w¿, x¿

regular commutators. (The Pí, w<, x¿ may be scattered among each

other.)

(3.2) is a slight generalization of (3.1).

Theorem 3.2.

(3.3) (u, v 2p2 - iy-2 G £(^)£2p*+i.

Proof. From Lemma 2.4, and using Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and Corol-

lary 2.2, one obtains

(u, v, p2 - I)""-2

(3>4) TT   *?_1  TT    pS~2 TT   pS~' t     a j?fj\\= 11 *;       11 wi      ■ ■ ■ 11 xi      • • • (mod F(p ))

where v¡, wit x< are regular commutators, i>¿G£p, x¿G£P<, w¿G£P*,

and if w,G£p*+i it contains at least 2 u's; Vi contains at least 2 m's

unless it is of the form (u, v, np—V), »^1. Replace u by (u, v, p2 — p)

on both sides of (3.4) :

(u, v, 2p2 - p - I)""-2

(3,5) TT   pS_1TT    ^~2 TT   +~* i     a m*h\= 11 Vi      H Wi      ■ ■ ■ H Xi      ■ ■ ■ (mod F(p ))

Vi, Wi, Xi are regular commutators, z>¿G£p2, u>i(E.F2pt-p; if w¿G£2p*-í>+i

it contains at least 2 m's, x<G£P<+(p«-p).
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Using Lemma 2.4 with a = ß-\-l, one obtains

(3.6) {u, v, p2 - l/~* = II n~' II vf "2 • • • (mod F{pß))

where Vi, Wi are basic commutators, vt:G Fpï and if Vi 9a {u, v, p2 — np — 1),

it contains at least 2 u's, w,GFp3. Use the same device that obtained

(2.12) from (2.10): this means that one can assume in (3.6) that all

Vi contain at least two w's. Replace u by {u, v, n) on both sides of (3.6) :

(3.7) («, v,p  -\ + nf~l = If *f~l II vf"2 • ■ • (mod F(/))

where !)¡GFp!+2n, w¿GFp3+„; vit w¡ are regular commutators and may

be scattered among each other.

Put the right hand side of (3.7) wherever {u, v, p2 — l+w)p3_1 ap-

pears on the right hand side of (3.5). This means one can assume

that all Vi contain at least two u's. Now apply Lemma 2.6 with

k = p. This means one can assume each Vi contains at least (£ + 1) w's.

Replace u by («, v, p) on both sides of (3.5). This gives

{3.8)   {u,v,2p  - I)       =n^<      •••IT.*;      • • • (mod F{p )),

where w,-, x¿ are regular commutators, w<GF2p2+i, x¿GFj,<+3)2. This is

sufficient to prove (3.3). Note that by using the same device used in

going from (2.10) to (2.12), one can assume that each Wi of (3.8) con-

tains at least two u's. (3.8) is a slight generalization of Theorem 3.2.

Starting with (3.6) and using the same device used in going from

(2.12) to (2.14) to (2.15), one obtains

(«, v, p* - l)"^1

(3-9) TT   ^"2TT    p3~3 TT   ^_t t     a vfJ\\- 11 vi      11 wi      ■ ■ • 11 xi      ' " ' (mod F{p ))

where Vi, wit x, are regular commutators (which may be scattered

among each other), ^,GF2ps_p2, WiÇiFpi+^z-pï), Xi<E.Fpt+(ps-pi-) which

gives (1.3), for a = 2. (1.3) can be proved similarly.
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